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Abstract
Bacterial pathogens are being sequenced at an increasing rate. To many microbiologists, it appears 

that there simply is not enough time to digest all the information suddenly available. In this chapter 

we present several tools for comparison of sequenced pathogenic genomes, and discuss differences 

between pathogens and non-pathogens. The presented tools allow comparison of large numbers of 

genomes in a hypothesis-driven manner. Visualization of the results is very important for clear pre-

sentation of the results and various ways of graphical representation are introduced.

Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

The first complete sequence of a bacterial genome was published in 1995 [1]. Since 

then, more than 800 bacterial and archaeal genomes have been fully sequenced 

and published, and in addition for more than a thousand genomes a near-to com-

plete sequence has become publicly available. The rate at which completed bacterial 

genome sequences are added to the public domain is increasing with time (fig. 1, left 

panel). These statistics were obtained from the NCBI Genome Project web pages [2]. 

Pathogens comprise a large fraction of the sequenced bacterial genomes and since 

many of these belong to the Proteobacteria, this and a few other bacterial phyla are 

highly overrepresented in the available genome sequences (fig. 1, right panel). This 

should be borne in mind when interpreting BLAST E-values, as that program assumes 

an equal chance for any homology to be found by chance, whereas that chance greatly 

increases when searching with genes from, e.g., Proteobacteria or Firmicutes.

In this chapter we compare the sequenced genomes of pathogenic bacteria amongst 

each other and with non-pathogenic bacteria, using some common and relatively sim-

ple methods of comparison. Instead of zooming in on a single given genome sequence, 

we use tools to compare genomes within a well-defined group of related organisms, 

such as bacteria sharing a particular life style, or belonging to a particular species, 
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genus or even phylum. Such comparisons are possible and doable despite the vast 

amount of data that is comprised in each individual genome sequence. Comparisons 

of many sequenced (pathogenic) bacterial genomes envisage the true genomic diver-

sity of the Kingdom of bacteria. When performing phylogeny with high numbers of 

complete genome sequences computational time becomes an issue. Capturing the 

results in a meaningful (graphical) representation, and making sense of the observa-

tions are other challenges. Here we provide some simple examples of graphics that 

illustrate results based on complex data.

There are many methods to compare bacterial genomes [3] and it is not our inten-

tion to extensively cover all. The interested reader is directed towards a textbook 

produced by our group [4]. Instead, we will use tools to test some clearly defined 

hypotheses that deal with general features of bacterial pathogens, to illustrate this 

kind of hypothesis-driven bioinformatic analysis.

For the analyses presented here we have grouped all bacteria for which a genome 

sequence is listed at NCBI [2] according to their typical lifestyle, creating four groups: 

pathogenic, commensal/symbiotic, intracellular and free-living bacteria. Bacteria 

that are pathogenic to plants or cold-blooded animals were grouped together with 

No. of sequenced bacterial genomes

Sequenced basepairs in GenBank (×108)

1,000
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Fig. 1. To the left the increase in number of sequenced bacterial genomes (including archaeal 

genomes) and stored nucleotide sequences in GenBank are represented. To the right two pie charts 

represent a hypothetical equal proportion of 15 bacterial phyla (bottom chart) and the observed 

proportion of sequenced bacterial phyla, with Proteobacteria and Firmicutes being highly overrep-

resented (top chart).
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pathogens causing disease in humans or other warm-blooded animals. All obligate 

intracellular bacteria were grouped as such, irrespective of their pathogenic potential. 

In this respect our grouping did not always follow the organism annotation given 

in the genome projects, provided by the authors who submitted the sequences. The 

reason why we preferred to keep all intracellular bacteria together is that such bacte-

ria have genomes that are different in a number of ways from other bacteria, and we 

aimed to specifically analyze this group. Also note that some bacteria may be adapted 

to a free-living state but can also cause human (opportunistic) infections, in which 

case they were listed as ‘pathogens’. As a consequence, the grouping is biased towards 

(human) pathogens (unless such organisms very rarely cause infections, in which 

case we grouped them as free-living).

Using these criteria 37%, or 253 out of the 675 genomes we used in our reference 

set were from pathogens, of which 31 were plant pathogens, 8 were insect patho-

gens and 5 were pathogens of cold-blooded animals including fish. 76 genomes (11%) 

were from benign organisms living with a host, including 20 plant symbionts, and 80 

genomes (12%) were from intracellular organisms. 256 (38%) of the genomes were 

from organisms inhabiting either terrestrial or marine environments and for 10 bac-

teria insufficient information was available, so these genomes were removed. The 

resulting dataset of 665 bacterial genomes was used to address a number of questions 

as presented below.

Do Pathogens More Frequently Have Multiple DNA Replicons than Non-Pathogens?

The hypothesis tested here is based on the notion that free-living bacteria possibly 

need to have a more extensive adaptation potential, reflected by a larger genome, as 

they may encounter more variable situations during their life compared to patho-

gens. Multiple DNA replicons can exist in bacteria. By definition, a genome includes 

all chromosomes and, when applicable, plasmids that constitute an organism’s total 

DNA. Chromosomes are independently replicating DNA molecules that are essential 

and present in single copy in the cell, and should carry at least one ribosomal RNA 

unit. Although this requirement is part of the definition of a chromosome, ribosomal 

RNA genes are not always annotated on chromosomes and sometimes seem to be 

absent despite the fact that the DNA molecule is classified as a ‘chromosome’. Out 

of the 665 bacterial genomes analyzed, 10 genomes have three chromosomes, whilst 

another 45 genomes have two chromosomes, resulting in about 8% of the genomes 

having more than one chromosome. Some species or isolates contain plasmids that 

can be essential or non-essential, and can be present in single or multiple copies. 

Plasmids are frequently strain-specific and are more variable in size, gene content and 

copy number than chromosomes. The word ‘genome’ is only synonymous to ‘chromo-

some’ for organisms that contain one single chromosome without plasmids, which is 

only 401 genomes, or 60% of the total. Many bacterial pathogens carry plasmids that 
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can partly, or even completely, be responsible for virulent potential. The hypothesis 

tested here is whether pathogenic bacteria carry more, or more frequently, plasmids 

or multiple chromosomes than bacteria with a different lifestyle.

The number of chromosomes and eventually plasmids for each sequenced genome 

was extracted from the NCBI website. Of the 253 pathogens, 222 had a single chro-

mosome, 22 had two chromosomes and 9 had three. The latter were all members of 

the genus Burkholderia, several of which were of the same species (all Burkholderia 

sequenced so far have three chromosomes with the exception of B. mallei and B. 

pseudomallei which have two). Thus, the set of genomes we use is partially redun-

dant, as some species are represented more than once. Removal of such redundancy 

is problematic in those cases where plasmid content varies between isolates, as with E. 

coli (the number of chromosomes is usually constant within a species, with one excep-

tion: Rhodobacter sphaeroides, a photosynthetic organism, can have either 1 or 2 chro-

mosomes). We therefore removed duplicated species, ignoring subspecies, only when 

plasmid content, lifestyle and host type was constant. This shortened the list to 500 

genomes of which 149 were pathogens (table 1). Of these, 131 had a single chromo-

some, 12 had two chromosomes (Brucella, Leptospira and Vibrio species amongst oth-

ers) and 6 Burkholderia genomes had three chromosomes. A comparison to bacteria 

with different lifestyles (all corrected for redundancy) is given in table 1. Intracellular 

pathogens have significantly more often a single chromosome (p < 0.001).

We next analyzed plasmid content, irrespective of chromosome counts. Although 

it is not guaranteed that plasmids are always sequenced along with the chromosome 

of an organism, the presence of a plasmid is generally well checked for pathogens, so 

that if anything, we could expect an under-reporting of plasmid content for bacteria 

with alternative lifestyles. Of the 149 non-redundant genomes from pathogenic bac-

teria, 78 (52%) did not have any plasmids reported. 35 had one plasmid, 20 had two 

plasmids and 16 had three or more, with the record holder Borrelia burgdorferi (strain 

Table 1. Number of chromosomes in bacteria with various lifestyles

Bacterial lifestyle No. of genomes 

analyzed

1 Chromosome 2 Chromosomes 3 Chromosomes

Pathogenic 149 131 (88%) 12 (8%) 6 (4%)

Commensals/symbionts  66  62 (94%)  4 (6%) 0

Intracellular  63  60 (95%)  3 (5%) 0

Free-living 222 208 (93.6%) 13 (5.9%) 1 (0.5%)

All bacteriaa 500 461 (92.2%) 32 (6.4%) 7 (1.4%)

aRedundancy was removed, in that genome sequences of the same species with the same number of chromo-

somes and plasmids were included only once.
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B31), which has 21 plasmids. The results for the other bacteria are summarized in 

figure 2. The number of plasmids did not significantly correlate with lifestyle.

Do Pathogens Have a Genome Size or AT Content Different from Non-Pathogens?

A simple method to compare multiple genomes is to use a property that can be cap-

tured in a single numerical value. This can be its base composition (for example, the 

GC content as %GC), genome size, the number of ribosomal RNA units, protein-cod-

ing genes, repeat sequences, or any other property that can be expressed as a numeri-

cal value. Once that value is extracted, comparing the data for multiple genomes is 

relatively straightforward. We will illustrate such an analysis by comparing genome 

size of bacteria, to test if pathogens have a more strictly defined genome size than 

non-pathogens, notably free-living bacteria. The hypothesis is based on the notion 

that free-living bacteria possibly need to have a more extensive adaptation potential, 

reflected by a larger genome, as they may encounter more variable situations during 

their life than pathogens do.

No plasmids
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Fig. 2. Frequency of plasmids in bacteria with various lifestyles, corrected for redundancy.
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At the time of writing (though this is a moving target), the largest complete bacterial 

genome sequenced was that of Sorangium cellulosum (strain ‘So ce 56’), a myxobacte-

rium belonging to the δ-Proteobacteria. It consists of a single chromosome of 13 Mb 

(13 × 106 bp). The biggest pathogenic bacterial genome sequenced to date is that of 

Burkholderia xenovorans LB400 (this member of the β-Proteobacteria is an opportu-

nistic pathogen for cystic fibrosis patients) whose three chromosomes amount to 9.77 

Mb. The smallest bacterial genome so far sequenced is that of Carsonella ruddii (PV), 

a γ-Proteobacteria that is an obligate endosymbiont of Pachypsylla venusta (a plant 

sap-feeding insect), having a mere 159,662 bp, or 0.159 Mb. The genome is believed 

to have undergone massive genome erosion [5]. The smallest genome of a pathogen 

known to date belongs to the obligate parasitic Mycoplasma genitalium G37, with 0.58 

Mb, which happened to be the second bacterial genome to have been fully sequenced. 

Since this is an intracellular organism, it is not represented in the pathogenic group 

in our analysis.

As the mentioned record holders illustrate for Proteobacteria, genome size is 

not necessarily conserved within a bacterial phylum. The Actinobacteria are also 

vastly spread out between approximately 0.9 and 9.6 Mb. In contrast, 11 sequenced 

Chlamydiae genomes all fall within 1 and 1.2 Mb.

To visualize the variation in genome size for the groups of bacteria with a different 

lifestyle, a box and whiskers plot was constructed (fig. 3, left). Such a plot is suitable 

to compare and visualize a single numeric variable in large numbers of genomes, as it 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Genome size (Mbp)

Pathogens

Commensals/symbionts

Intracellular bacteria

Free-living bacteria

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Base content (%GC)

Fig. 3. To the left, the genome size distribution for 675 bacterial chromosomes is shown in a box 

and whiskers plot, grouped by life style of the organism. To the right, the base content is given as 

%GC for the same groups of organisms. The total spread of each data is given by a dotted line, the 

box represents the 25–75% distribution and the bar within the box gives the median. When the data 

distribution is skewed towards one end, the median will not be in the middle of the box, as can be 

seen for the commensals/symbionts.
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captures the commonality and spread of the findings. Figure 3 shows that indeed the 

largest genomes are observed for free-living bacteria, and the smallest genomes are 

reserved for intracellular bacteria. However, overlapping genome sizes are observed 

for the majority of pathogens, commensals/symbionts and the free-living bacteria. 

The most striking group to differ is that of the intracellular organisms, for which half 

of the genomes are around 1 Mb. An association between a small genome size and an 

intracellular lifestyle was found as statistically significant (p < 0.001). The originally 

proposed hypothesis that free-living bacteria would have a larger genome was slightly 

less significant (p < 0.01). These analyses were done by regression analysis using a 

multinomial model.

Another example of a box and whiskers plot is given in figure 3, right panel, where 

the base content (expressed as %GC) is plotted. Again, the most striking group is 

that of intracellular bacteria, which generally have a low GC content. The correla-

tion between low GC content and intracellular lifestyle is again highly significant (p 

< 0.001) whereas free-living bacteria more frequently contain genomes with a higher 

GC content (p < 0.001).

Next, we searched for statistically significant correlations between GC content and 

either genome size, lifestyle or host type. We found that genome size is significantly 

associated with GC content, in that a higher GC content is more often observed for 

larger genomes and a low GC content is frequent in small genomes (p < 0.001). A 

weaker association (p < 0.01) was found for bacteria living in association with plants, 

which tend to have genomes with a lower GC content; this was the only host type 

that significantly correlated with any of the other investigated parameters. A correla-

tion between pathogenic bacteria and either GC content or genome size could not be 

identified. A highly significant association was found, however, between genome size 

and plasmid content: larger plasmid counts were found for larger genomes. Although 

this finding does not seem surprising (as genome size includes plasmids plus chro-

mosomes), plasmids usually contribute only marginally to the complete size of the 

genome. In fact, it seems that some bacteria need more DNA than others, and if that 

is the case, this DNA is more often distributed on multiple plasmids.

From this analysis we conclude that pathogenic bacteria do not generally have a 

shorter genome or a different overall base composition than other bacteria with the 

exception of the obligate intracellular bacteria, many of which happen to be patho-

genic to their host.

Can Local Variation in Base Content Identify DNA that is Horizontally Acquired?

The next hypothesis we tested is not explicit for pathogens, as bacteria in all envi-

ronments can partake in horizontal DNA uptake. Nevertheless, for pathogens it is 

known that virulence genes and antibiotic resistance genes spread by way of DNA 

uptake, with or without the action of mobile elements such as plasmids, transposons, 
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Fig. 4. Base Atlases for the chromosome of three pathogens whose genomes differ in AT content. The origins of 

replication are indicated. The color scales have been adjusted for each genome for maximum visualization. All 

color scales represent fixed averages with the exception of the %AT (innermost circle) which is depicted as devia-

tion from the mean. Further explanation of Base Atlases is provided in [4] and [8].
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integrons or gene cassettes. We do not aim to prove or disprove that DNA acquisition 

exists, but here we question the frequently expressed view that (recently) acquired 

DNA presumably has a different base composition and can be recognized by this 

property. (The theory predicts that differences in base composition will eventually 

be ameliorated by mutations [6]). We will only consider non-replicating DNA, which 

has to be incorporated into the chromosome. For such DNA to be recognizable by AT 

content, two things have to apply: (i) the AT content of the acceptor DNA has to be 

more or less constant for all its endogenous DNA that is not horizontally acquired; 

and (ii) the donor and acceptor DNA have to differ in AT content.

Let us first consider the first requirement. When examining the variation of 

AT content within a given genome, a general trend can be observed in that a large 

region containing the origin of DNA replication tends to be more GC-rich (i.e. less 

AT-rich), and the region around the replication terminus is more AT-rich (described 

in [7], and further explored in [4]). AT-rich sequences melt more easily than GC-rich 

sequences, due in part to the extra hydrogen bond present in a GC base pair. As 

a consequence it seems that, contra-intuitively, the origin of replication is the least 

likely to start replication. However, the ‘large region’ around the replication origin 

is approximately 5% of the total length of the chromosome, flanking either side of 

the origin, up to hundreds of kb. Within this region there is indeed a short stretch of 

a few bp, right around where the replication origin bubble opens up, that is signifi-

cantly more AT-rich and will melt easily. Nevertheless, the average, or global AT con-

tent is not necessarily that which is observed locally along a chromosome, depending 

on the position.

How can one make such observations? In order to calculate relative or local %AT, 

a window is defined (say, investigating 100 bp) for which the %AT is calculated. This 

window is then moved step-by-step all along the genome, and for each step (of a sin-

gle nucleotide shift) the obtained local %AT is written down. These scores can then 

be graphically represented as a graph of an artificially opened chromosome, or on a 

circular map, which we call an atlas (fig. 4) in which %AT (and the relative abundance 

of individual bases) can be visualized by color codes.

A web-based tool for Base Atlases is available at the Genome Atlas Website [9] 

which plots a variety of data by color intensity in two ways: either absolute values are 

represented (which, in case of %AT would mean the more AT-rich, the darker red the 

lane would appear at that location), or relative values as degree of standard deviation. 

A Base Atlas is a specific type of atlas that is designed to show variation in base com-

position (see [4] for further explanations). In the case of AT content, we would color 

a genome that would have the global average AT content all over its genome as grey. 

As already discussed, a genome contains regions that have more, or less AT compared 

to its global average, and these are colored as red (for more AT) or blue (for less AT) 

relative to the global average. That way a genome of a highly AT-rich organism can 

still have blue patches (as a GC-rich organism can have red regions) as can be seen in 

the inner circle of the left and right-hand atlases in figure 4.
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Another example of a Base Atlas is given in figure 5, for Brucella melitensis, caus-

ing brucellosis (only chromosome 1 is shown). In this atlas some regions stick out as 

much richer in AT than the rest of the DNA. Two of these regions have been proven 

to be genomic islands (GIs) [10], however the regions around 50, 1250 and 1450 kb 

were not identified as such. Conversely GI-1 does not show up for having exceptional 

base content. Thus, AT content is not a reliable predictor to identify GIs.

When others compared base composition of many bacterial species (not only 

pathogens), it was observed that global AT content more or less associated with the 

ecological niche it occupies [11, 12]. Based on a genome’s bias in codon usage, it 

is possible to predict with reasonable accuracy its likely environmental niche [13]. 

This would imply that ‘neighboring’ bacteria are likely to have similar base composi-

tion. Thus, those organisms that are most likely to exchange DNA (as they occupy 

the same ecological niche) also are more likely to have similar base compositions. It 

could be speculated that DNA exchange is one drive behind this diversification. The 
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consequence would be that exchanged DNA might not at all be so different in base 

composition, weakening the second requirement.

There is an explanation why a stretch of endogenous DNA, not horizontally 

acquired, has a base composition different from the local AT content. Since AT con-

tent is related to codon usage (see below) and thus gene expression (or vice versa, as 

the cause and effect cannot be stated), genes that are expressed at extremely high or 

low levels will frequently differ in AT content from other, more moderately expressed 

genes. In addition, particular mutational events can drive a gene towards being more 

AT-rich, and not all genes of a genome undergo the same selection pressures to fix-

ate such mutations in the population. In all, it cannot be taken for granted that an 

aberrant AT content of a gene or a gene locus means that this DNA was (recently) 

horizontally acquired. Additional evidence is needed in order to make such a state-

ment, such as inverted repeats flanking the identified gene or locus, or (remnants of) 

genes that are involved in DNA mobilization located in direct vicinity. The presence 

and position of repeats can also be visualized in an atlas. In addition, particular physi-

cal properties of the DNA that depend on base composition can be visualized on a 

Genome Atlas, and these are independent indicators of mobile DNA. Figure 6 shows 

the Genome Atlas of B. melitensis; a Genome Atlas combines lanes from a Structure 

Atlas, a Base Atlas and a Repeat Atlas and from years of experience in comparative 

genomics we can say that this combination gives a good overview of the main features 

of a given chromosome. The Genome Atlas of B. melitensis clearly shows the pres-

ence of repeat sequences, structural features and aberrant base composition for GI-3 

whereas repeats are absent for GI-2 and base composition of GI-1 is relatively normal. 

All mentioned atlas types are online available from our website [9].

In conclusion, atypical base composition can be an indication of horizontally acquired 

DNA, but additional evidence is needed to support such a prediction, as not all genes 

with a ‘strange’ base composition signature are actual strangers to the genome. As an 

extreme example rRNA genes can have a highly aberrant GC content and seem striking 

by many other parameters as visualized on a Genome Atlas, but they hardly ever undergo 

horizontal transfer (if at all). Conversely not all horizontally acquired DNA will have a 

DNA composition that can be recognized as ‘different’ to the recipient genome, and it 

can be quite difficult to identify horizontally acquired DNA as such. There are instances 

where the amino acid sequence of the proteins indicate horizontal transfer, whilst the 

DNA sequence appears ‘normal’ compared to the chromosomal background [14].

How Can DNA Base Composition Vary?

Since most of the DNA in a bacterial genome codes for genes, the coding region has 

the most effect on global base composition of a genome. Nearly all bacteria use the 

same genetic code, and redundancy in this code means that various codons (from 1 to 

6) code for a single amino acid. By preferential use of particular codons, the total base 
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composition of a genome can be influenced. Since most of the variation in codons 

coding for a single amino acid is in the third base, here is most of the signal that ulti-

mately defines the global AT content.

We aimed to compare two pathogens resulting in similar clinical outcome that dif-

fered significantly in AT content; however, when browsing the list at NCBI, an interest-

ing observation was made in that most gastroenteric infections are caused by medium to 

AT-rich organisms, whereas pneumonic infections are rarely caused by AT-rich patho-

gens (except for the intracellular mycoplasmas) and far more frequently by GC-rich 

organisms. We selected the less extreme examples of Francisella philomiragia (32.6% GC), 

which can cause pneumonia in near-drowning victims, and Burkholderia mallei (68.5% 

GC, chromosome 1 is shown only), which causes glanders and rapid-onset pneumonia.

The preferential codon use of these bacteria with contrasting base composition is 

illustrated in figure 7. In the figure, the codon usage is arranged around a wheel plot 

with the third position base grouped together. From these wheel plots it is apparent 
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that the preferred third base differs extensively between the two organisms. This 

drives (or is driven by) base composition, which extensively differs between these 

pathogens. Nevertheless, it appears that pathogens living in the same environment 

will have similar %GC composition, and hence also similar codon usage. At this point, 

although it has not been proven, it looks as though environmental limiting conditions 

affect the relative ease with which certain nucleotides can be made, and this in turn is 

what drives the base composition and codon usage.

Codon usage and the availability of tRNAs can affect the efficiency of translation, 

notably for those amino acids that depend on more than one tRNA (variation in the 

third base is usually overcome by the third base wobble). Thus, highly expressed genes 

would more frequently use codons for which high numbers of tRNAs are available, and 

conversely production of a protein that uses codons for which tRNAs are in limited 

supply will be slowed down during translation. For this reason, expression of ‘foreign’ 

DNA from a different environment, such as cloned DNA, can be problematic when 

the codon usage does not match the host strain, and naturally acquired foreign DNA 

is no exception. The implication is that DNA with a very different base composition is 
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less likely to be efficiently expressed. Additional structural constraints likely decrease 

the probability that foreign DNA is efficiently incorporated in a genome of largely 

different base composition. Indeed, similarity in base composition is one of the stron-

gest predictors of successful gene transfer [16].

How to Recognize DNA Insertions if Not by Base Composition?

Alternative methods have been developed to identify DNA insertions resulting from 

DNA transfer that are more sophisticated than just looking at base composition [17]. 

DNA alignments are used to investigate similarity between sequences, and BLAST 

(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) [18, 19], is the most commonly used alignment 

tool. BLAST is not automatically suitable for large DNA input segments such as com-

plete genomes. Moreover, the standard representation of BLAST results as text align-

ments is impractical when using complete genomes. Specific tools have been designed 

to align and visualize genome sequences of which the Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) 

is worth mentioning. ACT comes in two versions. The program can be downloaded 

and used on a local computer [20] or remotely used as a web-based version of ACT with 

pre-computed comparisons between several hundred bacterial genomes [21].

Sequence alignments are frequently leading to statements such as: ‘gene x in organ-

ism XX probably originated from organism YY by horizontal gene transfer’. The rea-

soning being that gene x has most similarity to gene y of organism YY, which happened 

to be present in the GenBank database. A word of caution is needed before one would 

accept such a statement. First of all, similarity of two genes is no evidence of direct 

genetic lineage. In the stated example, gene y could have been derived from organism 

XX (so gene y went from XX to YY instead of the other way round). Without addi-

tional evidence, the direction of gene flow cannot be stated. Another possibility is that 

both genes x and y come from an ancestral gene which has not been sequenced yet.

What additional evidence would be needed to confidentially state that indeed our 

gene of interest was inserted into a genome? How can we be certain a gene is inserted 

in one genome, and not deleted instead in the other genome? When this question 

is not relevant, such an event is neutrally called an indel (for INsertion/DELetion), 

which leaves both options open. Only when more genomes are available for compari-

son, one can begin to envisage the insertion, deletion and recombination events that 

shape a genome. After all, a genome sequence is a snapshot in evolutionary time and 

genomes are not static. The best way forward is to compare the region where our gene 

of interest is found between multiple members of the species or genus. If most related 

genomes are lacking the gene and only a few contain it, it becomes more likely that 

the gene was an insertion. Obviously, sampling bias can heavily influence the results 

of such comparisons.

The view in older textbooks of biological diversity and evolution often envisions 

clonal bacteria, which slowly evolve through the gradual accumulation of single-
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nucleotide changes. Occasionally a gene might be duplicated or a novel gene added 

by DNA transfer, but in general it has been commonly perceived that if one were to 

sequence two different strains of a species, the sequences would for the most part be 

similar and the two strains would share most of their genes. The currently available 

genome sequence data tell a different story. At the time of writing there were 32 E. 

coli/Shigella genomes sequenced with a coverage of at least 99%. One of the surpris-

ing observations is the diversity between these genomes. The size of the chromosome 

ranges from just over 3 to 5.6 Mb – that is, more than a million bp is present in some 

E. coli strains and missing in others. This very large variation represents mainly cod-

ing sequences, and the consequence of this diversity within a species is considerable.

One aspect we have ignored is the difference in selection pressures that genes in a 

genome may undergo. Selection can be positive, negative or neutral, but due to space 

limitations their consequences are not discussed here. The reader is referred to key 

publications on this subject provided for Streptococcus [22], E. coli [23, 24] and from 

a general perspective [25, 26].

Once a genome is sequenced and its genes are identified and annotated, one can 

BLAST each individual gene of that genome against a set of genomes derived from 

related organisms. This produces an enormous amount of information, even for just 

comparing two genomes against each other. For comparison of many genomes, the 

results can be summarized in a BLAST matrix [27]. Such a matrix reports the num-

bers of significant BLAST hits found for all individual genes in each genome, when 

compared to the next genome, and presents a wealth of information in a single table.

It would be even more informative if one could see which genes were actually 

found present or absent in each genome. The problem is that genes are not static, so 

that a particular gene may be present at a 9 o’clock position in one genome, only to be 

found at a 5 o’clock position in the next (the convention is to put the origin of replica-

tion, which every chromosome has, at 12 o’clock but this rule is not always obeyed). 

Thus, visualization becomes problematic if we want to maintain the information on 

gene location for each genome.

As a compromise, we have developed the BLAST Atlas. This is a graphical repre-

sentation of genome-wise BLAST comparisons whereby all BLAST hits are plotted 

with reference to gene location of one reference genome [28]. A zoomable version 

of this tool is now available online [29]. An example of a BLAST Atlas is given in 

figure 8, using the E. coli isolate 53638 (believed to be intermediate between E. coli 

and Shigella) as the reference genome compared to 20 other E. coli/Shigella predicted 

proteomes (as we are only assessing protein-coding amino acid sequences here, their 

genomes are no longer completely represented). For each gene present in 53638, its 

presence in the other genomes is indicated by color. This produces a gap if the gene 

is absent in another genome, and as can be seen many gaps are shared by a num-

ber of strains. The genomes are sorted around the reference genome by their patho-

genic potential, and colored accordingly. Naturally, the plot would look different with 

another genome selected as a reference, and it is generally better to assess at least 
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two BLAST Atlases, with two reference genomes that are as different to each other as 

possible. It should once more be stressed that the location is plotted with reference to 

the genome in the middle, so a BLAST Atlas tells you whether a gene is present in a 

genome, but not where that gene is.

Phylogeny of Bacterial Genomes

The value of complete bacterial genome sequences is no longer doubted, and can 

address questions that would otherwise remain unanswered. The ‘anthrax case’ in the 

USA, where letters were posted that had been deliberately contaminated with Bacillus 

anthracis, would not have been solved if fractions of genome sequences from various 
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isolates had not been generated [30]. For this organism, multilocus sequence typing 

(MLST), a frequently used typing method based on partial sequences of a few house-

hold genes, would have been useless as the investigated isolates were too similar. At the 

other end of the spectrum, the diversity within the species can be so large that MLST 

would provide an incorrect impression of similarity, or, when horizontal gene transfer 

is frequent, phylogenetic signal is lost in the investigated MLST genes. Only complete 

genome sequences can reveal the true variation in such cases. A phylogenetic tree 

based on complete genome sequences compares all those genes that are shared by two 

or more of the investigated isolates [31]. Figure 9 provides an example of such a tree, 

based on shared gene families within the genomes. The ‘Manhattan distance’ can be 

interpreted as a measure of the distance between two genomes – in this context it is 

the number of gene families where the two genomes differ, e.g. the number of gene 
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families present in one but not the other genome. Thus, for example, the three E. coli 

K-12 genomes should have very small distances, as they do in figure 9. Since the total 

number of gene families varies from population to population, this can be corrected 

for by dividing all distances with the size of the sample pan-genome.

Notice in figure 9 that all Shigella genomes cluster within E. coli [32]. The three 

enterohemolytic E. coli isolates (EHEC) form a sub-cluster, as do four of five non-

pathogenic isolates. The uropathogenic cluster (UPEC) contains an avian pathogenic 

strain, which reveals that the two are genetically related. A phylogenetic tree based on 

single genes or a combination of a few genes would be different, and less robust than 

this whole-genome tree.

Know Your Sequenced Pathogen

In order to compare genomes, it is important to sometimes take a step back, and 

make sure that we really know what it is that we are comparing. For example, the 

first sequenced bacterial genome was that of Haemophilus influenza [1]. Since 

H. influenza is a pathogen, most people assumed that this sequence represented a 

pathogenic strain, and many sequence comparisons were made (and many papers 

published) using this as a ‘pathogenic’ genome, maybe contrasting it to ‘non-patho-

genic’ genomes. However, the H. influenza Rd genome sequenced was from a rough 

strain (KW20) of serotype d, and is non-pathogenic. About 10 years later, another H. 

influenza genome sequence (strain 86–028NP) was published, this time from a non-

typeable pathogenic isolate [33].

In a similar manner, the first sequenced Campylobacter jejuni isolate (a common 

causative of enteritis) is described as a human clinical isolate, but its history of storage 

and multiple passage has resulted in some atypical phenotypes such as a poor motility 

that was not described in the genome publication [34, 35]. For C. jejuni subsp. doylei 

strain 269.97 it is stated that this organism causes bacteremia. True, this strain was 

isolated from a bacteremic patient, but C. jejuni doylei most frequently causes enteric 

infections (like C. jejuni subsp. jejuni) and it is not known if the sequenced strain 

has any property that makes it more prone to cause bacteremia than other C. jejuni 

strains. Factors independent of the bacteria, such as the immune status of the host, 

the infection dose, its residual microflora etc. all play a role in the outcome of disease. 

The pathogenic nature of a bacterium is dictated by its genome but also by its gene 

expression, protein modification, secretion efficiency and other factors that cannot 

be easily predicted from genome sequences.

Did you know that Clostridium botulinum does not cause disease in humans? At 

least, such is stated for strain Eklund 17B for which this information is of course 

correct, but it only applies to that strain. Of the 14 listed strains of Staphylococcus 

aureus subsp. aureus for which a genome sequence is available, 9 are listed to cause 

toxic shock syndrome and staphylococcal scarlet syndrome, whereas one strain 
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causes mastitis, one causes a variety of infections and two strains cause septicemia 

and pneumonia. Clearly, this reflects either the origin of the isolate, or the interest of 

the researcher that filed the sequence, but it is highly questionable that these clinical 

outcomes of infection are reflected by the individual genomes listed here. A healthy 

dose of common sense (and relevant microbiological knowledge) is needed to inter-

pret the filed meta-data of sequenced genomes.

For Helicobacter pylori (a human pathogen living in the stomach) it has been 

suggested that multiple laboratory passage (as the first sequenced strain 26695 had 

undergone) may have induced multiplication of repeat sequences, compared to a 

fresh clinical isolate J99 subsequently sequenced [36]. For some organisms it is known 

that their genome can change depending on growth conditions, as was shown for the 

Bacillus cereus complex [37]. In such a case, knowledge of the growth conditions for 

the cells from which the sequenced DNA was derived is essential to interpret the 

observed variation. As stated above, genome sequence is like a snapshot in evolution-

ary history, and one must be cautious about making conclusions of an organism’s life 

from only a single snapshot.

Concluding Remarks

With hundreds of genomes available for analysis, there’s a real need for tools to quickly 

and efficiently compare, visualize and analyze many genomes. It is likely that in the 

near future it will become commonplace to compare thousands of genomes, espe-

cially in the light of newer and faster sequencing technologies, which are currently 

under development. Statistical methods of calculation and visualization, such as box 

and whiskers plots will be necessary, as well as the development of new tools to be 

able to handle the huge amount of sequence information.
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